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SALVIA DIVINORUM - FREQUENCY EMULATION. One of a 19 Track Series. Note; all individual Salvia

tracks induce different "trips". You can use any of them looped for repeat playback on their own or you

can sequence them with any other of the Salvia Track Series. ------------------------- A summary of Field

Tests as of March 2010 ........................................... Hmm this one is making my whole body feel

shimmery or some weird sensation. the Salvia tracks are really rich, i especially love the Mellow trips,

those just seem to really suck me in, and this is with passive listening, i cant wait to try active listening as i

am sure lots of extra sensory things will be happening, also have to add the blue sparks are now entering

my vision more regularly, even when not listening to any frequencies i still see them flashing now and

again, interesting to say the least. NOTE: Spelling Errors in the following messages have not been

corrected as all text is kept as original reports from users. Most of the following messages are partial

excerpts from the original reports. Essential key points and the most significant sensory experiences have

been extracted for your convenience, however you may review the entire messages by using the

associated links. ------------------------------ REPORTS BEGIN; Re: Mary - Re: Free FULL Version - SALVIA

DIVINORUM FREQUENCIES Monday, November 16, 2009 7:49 PM From: "Carol B." To:

the_sound_of_stars@yahoogroups.com I just listened to the full free version, and WOW! I imediatly felt a

tingling on my face. At about 3 minutes in I felt "itchy" on my lower back. At about 4.30 I started to see in

my periphial vison, swirling circles of color. It was awesome! Carol B. ------- camdoc2001 I could definitely

feel it messing with my brain. --a rotary component, in which things seemed to be rotating

counter-clockwise. This is very similar to Salvia, which always has a strong rotary component for me.

--general "unreal" buzz or feeling. Camdoc /message/90 --- tibet1122 First saw waves of green and over

the time of experience changed to purple and deep blue. Body seemed to expand and take on a soft buzz

or fizz. Now, 15 min later, still experiencing expanded and mellow sensations.Eyes seem more open,

letting in more light. /message/88 ---- "fwoodward9" Hi everyone, During my first experience I immediately

noticed a sensation on the top of my head, this sensation varied throughout the session. When I closed

my eyes it seemed like I was lifted out of my chair which startled me. After that I began to see faint
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splashes of colors varying from yellow to green this looked fluid with patterns for several minutes..it felt

like someone was tickling me in my left ear with a feather. /message/65 ---- Rick To me it sounds like a

cross between whale songs and the soundtrack from "Forbidden Planet" which only Al and I may be old

enough to remember. Anyway, here's the links, have at it, I gotta say, I felt pretty unusual after one

listening. /message/138 --- Fashji Hello Doc and Group, As I listened to the track, I was amazed at the

almost instantaneous response I had. I experienced a sort of phase shifting as I felt as though my

energetic self was moving out and back again into my psychic space. I continued on and started to

experience a mild euphoria descending over me and it was not unlike the onset of a hallucinogenic

experience. ( I say this from direct experience having been one of the original " Flower Children" of the

mid to late 1960's. Experimentation with LSD, mescaline and peyote was commonplace at that time) So,

as I continued to listen to the frequencies, the feeling of endorphin prominence increased and my first

thought was to see what closing my eyes would bring. I said to myself, " Yep, this is a lot like a mild trip

on hallucinogens. My inner field of view showed all types of images including a panoramic view of some

barren looking desert like landscape. This was replaced with a view of a large body of water like an ocean

or large lake. I wondered what was actually happening as I started to feel the spray of mist on my face. I

mused, Doc must have been thinking of taking a trip out to the Pacific Ocean when he designed this freq.

Anyway, as things progressed I opened my eyes again and figured I would continue my voyage, so to

speak, seeing the real world. Funny, I couldn't get the image of a single pebble falling into a pool of water

and the ripples caused by such an action. Thats when I started to reflect on how I felt emotionally as the

freq.'s played in the background. I seemed to follow a cycle. First the music would carry me off in this

funky techno groove, then I would start to feel a little agitated like I was approaching a highly confused

state. Then when I thought I had better not continue for sanity's sake, something would release in me and

I would feel this great peace. So, I became enthralled in this process of going to the brink and then

something releasing. The thought of Ilya Prigogine and his work with dissappative structures kept circling

in my mind and all the while I kept thinking this is what he meant when he spoke of the mind escaping to

a new plateau of functioning rather than face dissolution. Anyway, that's all I have for the current moment,

but I will continue of this fascinating journey. More later. Blessings, Fashji /message/159 Fashji more

waves and colors were present. This time my chakras seemed to be more active as they appeared to

vibrate more. Blessings, Fashji /message/163 Profound effects happening... Monday, October 26, 2009



11:26 AM From: "shawnvanwyk@ To: the_sound_of_stars@yahoogroups.com I bought the salvia kit

some time ago and was experimenting with it .upon listening to the frequency (headphones as i am at

work) i immediately started feeling strange as if a little tipsy but not drunk, i immediately felt vibrations in

my feet and felt it intensify as it started to move upwards, my legs were getting all tingly and vibrating. I

started feeling veeeery melllooow and it seems as if the world around me is somewhat moving slower? I

concentrate on the tingles in my legs moving upwards coupled with feelings of my root chakra being

stimulated and energy flowing upwardsThe energy is continuing to run upwards now as i am listening to it

and it seems like my vision is going grainy, as if when i look out the window it looks like a super fine mist

is raining down. The world seems normal yet alien somehow, truly strange as i cant put my finger on it...

Also saw a blue spark or little blue squiggly type thing in my vision briefly, dont know if this is related? All

in all the most significant effect so far that i have experienced from the frequencies, already as the track

has changed to the next salvia frequency it feels as if i can already experience a different flavor in it,

seems as if i have become more sensitive to the frequencies. Hmm this one is making my whole body

feel shimmery or some weird sensation. the Salvia tracks are really rich, i especially love the Mellow trips,

those just seem to really suck me in, and this is with passive listening, i cant wait to try active listening as i

am sure lots of extra sensory things will be happening, also have to add the blue sparks are now entering

my vision more regularly, even when not listening to any frequencies i still see them flashing now and

again, interesting to say the least. From: "nrgworx@ I have worked with the salvia set engulfs my head

with the same feeling but with a swirling sensation as well. I really enjoy the energy reactions. sharon Re:

Free FULL Version - SALVIA DIVINORUM FREQUENCIES Monday, November 16, 2009 1:33 PM From:

"MDemaria"
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